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Science and Society

Science in the present stage of Modernity

* Anthony Giddens 

* Ulrich Beck 

* Helmuth Berking 

* Barbara Adam 

Stars, Escher, 1948



Barbara Adam 
•Modern times and technology

•Plurality of times

•Present time

•“a multitude of appropriate 
voices speaking simultaneously 
and with equal authority, all 
affecting each other in a non-
linear way, improvising jazz 
rather than performiong a 
scripted symphony, to use a 
musical analogy.”.                     
                        (Adam, 1992 
– p. 189) 

Whirlpool, Escher, 1957



Stengers e Prigogine 

* Science liberation

“At both the macroscopic and microscopic levels, the sciences 
of nature are thus liberated from a narrow conception of 
objective reality, which believes that it must in principle deny 
novelty and diversity in the name of unchanging universal 
law...They are from now on open to impredictability, no longer 
viewed in terms of an imperfect knowledge, or of insufficient 
control. Thus, they are open to a dialogue with a nature that 
cannot be dominated by a theoretical gaze , but must be 
explored , with an open world to which we belong, in whose 
construction we participate .” (1997,pg 40).

* Stengers: “Power and Invention. Situating Science”

Cicular Limit III, Escher, 1948



Science and Society

Athena 177/ January, 2002 – p. 218



An Example of Science Difusion

Nature Magazine

The Double Helix : 50 
years of DNA

The Monalisa of 
Modern Science

Watson, Crick, 
Franklin

Salvador Dalí
Galacidalacidesoxyribonucleicacid, Salvador Dalí, 1963 



The Double Helix

50 years of DNA

DNA, Lorenzo Quinn



The Monalisa of 
Modern Science

Portrait of a DNA sequence, Roger 
Berry, 1998



Watson, Crick e Franklin

www.cfh.ufsc.br/~neweb



Eric Lander
Jan Witkowski

Matthew Meselson

James Watson

Graham Walker

DNA Gallery- Scientists



Science and Art

Mireya Baglietto

Mireya Baglietto, Útero



Science and Art

Mireya Baglietto

Mireya Baglietto, Inflável
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2004

Science
Difusion

An Integrated Project

environmentscience
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2004

environment
The notion of Environmental Paradigms 

science
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The inclusion of Photos – Old Paradigm

environmentscience
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The inclusion of Photos – New Paradigm

environmentscience
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The inclusion of Internet sites
environmentscience



http://www.cfh.ufsc.br/~newebhp
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The inclusion of Itinerant Exhibitions
(Science Museums)

environmentscience
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The inclusion of Sound

environmentscience
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environmentscience

zThe impact of a Scientific Exhibition on the Social 
Representation of Environment
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zThe impact of a Scientific Exhibition on the Social 
Representation of Environment

Results
Words significantly associated to the Experimental Group 

– BEFORE the Exhibition

Words Frequency χ2

Beings 30 6,95

Human 23 10,64

Living 19 6,92

Surrounding 10 5,11

Vegetation 9 5,54
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environmentscience

zThe impact of a Scientific Exhibition on the Social 
Representation of Environment

Results
Words significantly associated to the Experimental Group 

– AFTER the  Exhibition

Words Frequency χ2

Set 33 16,22

Living beings 16 15,93

Ecosystem 12 4,23
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environmentscience

wInteraction Patterns of visitors in a Scientific Exhibition

Data Categorization

Categories created for the passage through the exhibit 
Categories of Interactions with Objects (IO):  participants in individual 
interactions with objects from the exhibition (banners and pictures). 

Looking at photographs (LP):  one or more participants have their eyes 
turned to a photograph, and do not speak to each other.

Looking at banner (LB): one or more participants have their eyes turned to a 
banner, and do not speak to each other.

Getting close to photograph (GP): one or more participants lean their body 
towards a photograph while looking at it.

Getting close to banner (GB):  one or more participants lean their body 
towards a banner while looking at it. 
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environmentscience

wInteraction Patterns of visitors in a Scientific Exhibition

Data Categorization
Categories of Interactions with Objects and other Participants (IOP): 
participants in individual interacions with objects from the exhibition 
(banners and photographs) and other participants. 

Making comments about photograph (CP): one or more participants speak to 
each other, close to a photograph from the exhibit, while looking at it.

Making comments about banner (CB): one or more participants speak among 
themselves, close to a banner from the exhibit, while looking at it.

Pointing at photograph and making comments (PP): one or more participants 
point with their finger or hand to a picture and speak among themselves, 
close to the photograph.

Pointing at banner and making comments (PB):  one or more participants 
point with their finger or hand to a banner and speak among themselves, 
close to the banner.

Laughing (L): two or more participants laugh simultaneously 
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kDesign

The influence of Scientific Exhibition on Social 
Representations’ attitudes on Environment
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kResults

The influence of Scientific Exhibition on Social 
Representations’ attitudes on Environment

Structure of Representations 
First quadrant (hypothesis of central nucleus) 
Naturalistic representations of environment 

Control
Time 1

Experimental
Time 1

Control 
Time 2

Experimental 
Time 2

Experimental 
Time 3

 Exhibition

. Nature, animals, trees;

. Preservtion/ Polution;

. Life, beauty

. Nature, animals, water;

.  Life

. Nature, trees, water;

. Preservavation;

. Nature, water, trees;

. Preservation;

. Life;

. Nature, water,forests;

. Life;
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environmentscience

kResults

The influence of Scientific Exhibition on Social 
Representations’ attitudes on Environment

Elements also vehiculated by 
exhibition. Present in the periferic 
system 

Experimental
Time 1

Experimental 
Time 2

Experimental 
Time 3

 Exhibition

 . new:  waste, 
balance, death, food, 
world

. reestruturation: 
water, life, 
deforestation, health

. new: balance, 
harmony

. reestruturation: 
water, life, 
deforestation, health



Social Representations, Scientific Difusion and 
Science Popularization 

* Sérge Moscovici (1969, 2000) 

* Martin Bauer (1994) 

*Bauer e Gaskell (2002). Biotechnology. The Making of 
a global Controversy. 

* Bernard Schiele (2000, 2001a e 2001b). 

In a context of science popularization, the theory of social 
representations can be considered  as a "social technology" 
which promotes the psicossocial diagnosis 


